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Appendix II: Qualitative Fieldwork 
 
1. Sampling and Fieldwork Visits 
 

The qualitative fieldwork consisted of semi-structured, in-depth interviews with 
a sub-sample of the TIES Survey respondents. TIES respondents were asked 
whether they would accept being contacted again, and I obtained permission 
from NIDI in the Netherlands and INED in France to consult the list of the 
participants who had agreed to be re-contacted. 85% of the descendants of 
immigrants from Turkey living in Amsterdam and 73% of those in Strasbourg 
had been positive about being re-approached. .  

 
1.1Amsterdam Fieldwork 

 
First Round  
In Amsterdam, the majority of TIES respondents were sampled from 
peripheral neighborhoods surrounding to the east, west and north of the city 
center. Those are also the neighborhoods that concentrate the majority of 
immigrants from Turkey and their descendants. In order to initiate contact with 
respondents and schedule interviews, I had to visit their home addresses as 
registered at the time of the TIES survey, as, unlike for the Strasbourg 
respondents, their telephone numbers were not available. 

I began my fieldwork visits in west Amsterdam, which is my local area. The 
fieldwork began in the spring of 2009 and continued for 3 months, focusing on 
the respondents residing in the west of the city. During these three months, I 
tried to contact as many respondents as possible between the ages of 20 to 30 
with both parents from Turkey. My efforts resulted in 19 interviews with 11 
male and 8 female respondents.  

For the field visit, I prepared a letter describing the aims of the study and my 
contact details printed on official University of Amsterdam paper, in Dutch 
and Turkish. I posted these letters one week in advance to alert my respondents 
to my visit. I also carried these letters with me to the field visits in instances 
where I did not find the respondents at home, leaving them in the hope of 
being re-contacted.  

I would first search for the addresses and try to match the surnames I had. I 
would mostly speak to respondents through the intercom or through the 
window or balcony. Speaking Turkish was useful as it was usually respondents’ 
parents who answered the doors, and it was usually easier to make contact with 
respondents by establishing a relationship with their mothers. In some 
instances, mothers directly gave me respondents’ mobile numbers, or told me 
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when they would be home, or called them while I was there to arrange an 
appointment. In some instances, mothers invited me into the house and this 
provided me with an opportunity to interview them as well as other family 
members. Fathers proved more difficult to approach as they had a more 
suspicious attitude and sometimes saw no use in what I was doing. In fact, 
there were instances where fathers intervened to prevent the mothers from 
providing the contact details. 

The major issue was finding young people at the addresses, as most of the 
registers of the survey did not fit the actual addresses. Streets or building 
restorations in west Amsterdam meant some addresses had completely 
disappeared from the map. In one instance, I found a respondent who was 
living in the last building standing in the street. The second greatest problem 
was finding nobody home despite repeated visits.  

Some respondents or their family members turned me down via the window or 
the intercom, which proved that trying to get face-to-face contact was a better 
way to persuade people. So I tried my best to persuade them to talk to me face 
to face, and, in those instances, I only received one rejection.  

The strategy of leaving letters did lead to two respondents calling me back, or 
their fathers, since the letter targeted only the surname. However having read 
the letter also led others to turn me down when I visited their addresses.  

All in all, catching people face to face, especially the respondents or their 
mothers, was the most productive way to get respondents in west Amsterdam. 
Interestingly, my field visits in east Amsterdam proved more productive, as I 
found more people at home and more open to participating in the study.  

I took every opportunity to interview the parents or spend time with them, 
eating with them whenever I was offered. My discussions with parents during 
or after those meals proved valuable with regard to illuminating the transition 
pathways of my respondents. In fact, the parents were also very willing to talk 
about their own stories and their experiences of joblessness and homesickness 
for Turkey.  

When respondents agreed to meet me, it was always they themselves who 
determined the interview location; sometimes we spoke in their homes, 
sometimes outside in a cafeteria, and, in some instances, in a park sitting on a 
bench—wherever they felt most comfortable. I was allowed to record the 
interview in the majority of the cases, though the interviews continued to yield 
very valuable information when the recorder was turned off. Some respondents 
felt more comfortable without the recorder, and this was necessary to make the 
interview environment more relaxed.  
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Second Round 
One year later, I returned to continue fieldwork in Amsterdam. During the 
year, not only had I done a first round of interviews in Strasbourg, but had also 
found the time to review the profiles of my respondents and to decide on my 
approach with regards to my focus. In fact, I decided to capture as much 
diversity as possible in my interviews rather than focusing on one group of 
graduates or one category of transition outcome only. While the first fieldwork 
visit yielded 19 interviews, in the second fieldwork I aimed at increasing the 
number to 25. In the second round of interviews, I decided to do a more 
purposeful interview to capture a greater diversity of activity as well as a 
balance of education level or occupational activity. As the majority of my 
interviewees first time around were from vocational training groups, this time I 
interviewed more inactive women as well as more higher education graduates. I 
used information provided in the TIES data to purposefully select some of the 
respondents. I interview 4 female respondents and 2 male respondents in this 
round.  
I also tried to re-contact with respondents from the first fieldwork to see how 
their careers had turned out and add a longitudinal element to the data. 
However, I could not locate one third of my respondents using the same 
mobile number or address. A further third were either busy, constantly 
postponing the interview, or didn’t show up. Eventually, I was able to interview 
a group of six respondents again about how their transitions turned out since 
the last interview. I incorporated the findings of these interviews into the 
transition pathways of young people when re-organizing the typology. As in 
Strasbourg, the second round of Amsterdam interviews re-shaped my 
perspective on how much we can really capture about transitions using one-off 
interviews when they are constantly transforming. This is why I began to focus 
more and more on processes which feed into and lead on from each other, and 
found it increasingly difficult to speak about “outcomes”.  

1.2.Strasbourg Fieldwork  

First Round 
In Strasbourg, I had access to the telephone numbers of the respondents rather 
than their addresses, since the TIES survey had been conducted by phone 
survey. I began my fieldwork in Strasbourg in the fall of 2009, and stayed in 
France for 3 months. Again, sampling my respondents from the TIES survey, I 
focused on the age group of 20 to 30 and my initial visits led to 13 interviews 
with 8 female and 5 male respondents.  
I prepared a similar official letter, this time in French and Turkish, explaining 
the aims of the research and left the letter with respondents in case they wanted 
my contact details. In any case, I wasn’t able to post these letters beforehand as 
I wasn’t informed of respondents’ addresses.  
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Since I was not able to establish face-to-face contact, I had to pursue a 
different strategy in Strasbourg when recruiting respondents. This time, I tried 
to get the respondents themselves (or at least their mothers) on the telephone, 
hoping that they would not turn me down if they listened to me themselves. 
Again, mothers turned to be more sympathetic to my aims and more open to 
providing their children’s contact details.  

While making phone calls was a less physically exhausting strategy, particularly 
in an unfamiliar city, unfortunately it also proved to be difficult in terms of 
recruiting respondents as it made it much easier for them to turn me down than 
if I had been with them in person. In addition, some phone numbers had 
changed or I couldn’t find anybody at home. As a result, I pursued each and 
every contact until I reached someone or got rejected. In Strasbourg, I received 
a lot of direct rejections from respondents; sometimes, even after hearing what 
I was doing. Some young people weren’t convinced of the value of what I was 
doing. With some unemployed young people, I almost had to beg for their 
participation, but couldn’t get them to agree.  

In Strasbourg too, I was hosted by families, mostly mothers, who had me over 
for dinner after the interviews. I again took every opportunity to talk to parents 
after my interviews. I also established quite close relations with my 
respondents, which were crucial for my second fieldwork visit in Strasbourg.  

Second Round 
In the spring of 2011, I returned to Strasbourg after having analyzed my data 
and concluded a second round of fieldwork in Amsterdam. Again, in this week, 
I pursued more purposeful sampling, focusing on the gaps that I had identified 
in my data—young people in higher education and male respondents—to 
balance the sample and to emphasize certain profiles and experiences. I 
conducted an additional 13 interviews but made use of only 12 of them, as it 
turned out that one of my respondents had been born in Turkey and had 
arrived in France at the age of 12.  
Again, I also tried to re-contact my initial respondents and was successful in 
reaching five of them. The second round of interviews provided interesting 
information with regard to how the transitions of the respondents had evolved 
since the first interview, such as whether they got their promotion or found a 
job or even fired in some cases. Not only the experiences but also motivations 
and expectations of the young people transformed as a result of their 
experience during this period. 

2. Interview Dynamics; Balance, Language and Background  

The interview situation is an artificial setting for interaction to which both the 
interviewee and interviewer arrive loaded with various preconceptions about 
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each other and in which issues of power are dominant (Gheorghiu, 2011). As a 
result, my city of origin, my education level and even my looks (for example, 
my not wearing a headscarf) all had the potential to pigeonhole me in the eyes 
of the respondents.  

When I started this research, I was very confident of my research topic. I 
believed that the real daily realities of these young people were issues of 
education and work, which were also in a way less private and less intrusive 
than talking about their religious or ‘ethnic’ identification. However, when I 
began my interviews, I realized while these issues of education and work were 
of great importance to the respondents, and they were often quite sensitive 
about talking about how their careers turned out, especially to someone highly 
educated. Especially in instances when my respondents started implying that I 
should know better than to ask since I am highly educated, I tried very hard to 
explain to them that they were the real experts about the French and Dutch 
system as I grew up in Turkey and also that their lived experiences were more 
ingenious and informed than many text books.  

Language did not turn out to be an issue during the interviews. I left it to my 
respondents to decide on the language of the interview but the fact that I 
approached them in Turkish clearly motivated them to respond to interview 
questions in Turkish. All the respondents were proficient in Turkish, though 
they would often drift into French or Dutch, when using particular 
terminology, school names, institutions, or other expressions.  

Finally, I stayed in touch with some of my respondents. Some of them invited 
me to their friend and family gatherings as well as weddings. These instances 
provided not only great insider information about their lives and families but 
also about how their transitions were evolving. Interestingly, one third of my 
respondents wanted to interact with me through social media (facebook). I was 
very happy that they were willing to give me (further) access to their private 
lives, and that I would be able to sustain my contact with them through this 
medium, observing how their transitions developed. In fact, I recently found 
out that one Strasbourg respondent with a BTS degree had been sent by her 
boss to New York for training. My only reservation was that respondents’ 
gaining entry into my own private life could potentially damage our contact. A 
considerable group of my respondents are very religious and I worried about 
whether, say, a picture of me drinking would make them more reserved with 
me, or mean losing the opportunity to contact them again. In the course of 
time, some of these young people dropped out of my facebook contacts, 
though I can’t be sure of the reason. However, to a certain extent, my fears 
seem to have been unfounded since I am still in touch with eight of them; five 
of them from Strasbourg and the other three in Amsterdam.  
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3. Profiles of the Qualitative Respondents from Amsterdam 
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4. Profiles of the Qualitative Respondents from Strasbourg!
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